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A complete menu of El Toro Bravo from Truckee covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on the food
list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about El Toro Bravo:
El Toro Bravo is all about authentic, fresh Mexican food from a fabulous, multi-generational truckee family.

Everything is done in the house is so delicious with huge portions. The best of all Val Trini (owners) are 2 of the
most friendly people you could know. Go for the great food, go back to support these wonderful people. read
more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather. What User

doesn't like about El Toro Bravo:
Our experience was quite different from most of the last reviews. The service was excellent the food was hot.

The food was definitely not the super delicious, authentic Mexican I believed. read more. For those who want to
have a drink after work and hang out with friends, El Toro Bravo from Truckee is a good bar, With the bite-
sized, Tapas, you can't absolutely nothing wrong, especially because there is something for all tastes. The

visitors also appreciate the versatile, fine Mexican cuisine, whose traditional dishes are prepared with corn,
beans and spicy chilies, Above all, the flavorful juices enjoy great popularity among the guests.
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Tac�
AL PASTOR

So� drink�
JUICE

M�ica� Foo�
CHILE RELLENO

M�ikanisch� Hauptgericht�
FAJITAS

Slushe�
LIME

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

TACO

M�ica�
TACOS

ENCHILADA

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

SHRIMP

SHRIMPS
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30-19:30
Tuesday 11:30-19:30
Wednesday 11:30-19:30
Thursday 11:30-19:30
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